
Delivering Unique Compliance Content That Can Be Seamlessly 
Integrated Into Your GRC Software

Why Choose Us For Your Compliance Content?

Largest Legal Content Supplier

Professional Resources

Fast Updates

Simplified Understanding

The leading provider of content-enabled workflow solutions 
designed specifically for professionals in the legal, risk 
management, compliance, corporate and government 
markets.

LexisNexis Compliance Content
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LexisNexis South Africa has a proven track record and well entrenched process to develop and maintain our 
compliance content. 

Our number one position in the legal research space has recently been extended to delivering unique 
compliance content that can be seamlessly integrated with your GRC software application. 

With the largest sets of documentation 
for all relevant laws. LexisNexis is the most 
comprehensive supplier of legal content 
(including compliance content) in South Africa.

LexisNexis has the largest dedicated content/
editorial team of professionals that creates and 
reviews the content, plus access to external 
subject matter experts to vet the content.

All statutes and databases are kept in house. As 
soon as there is a change to the legislation, we 
update the content. This means you are always 
working with the latest legislation.

We are dedicated to making the law easier to 
understand and apply. Apart from the Verbatim 
legislation our team provides plain language 
explanation for some of the acts



We look forward to assisting you in developing and maintaining your legislative 
and regulatory compliance framework. 

For more information or pricing related to LexisNexis Compliance content 
please contact your GRC software solution provider or LexisNexis directly on:

As part of our offering you will receive:
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•   Compliance content for all South African Acts you purchase, including the Regulations,  in the following  
 format:  

 -  Chapter: cites the heading within which the legislative instrument appears

 -  Part: cites the heading within which the legislative instrument appears

 -  Item type: specifies the legislation referenced, for example section, regulation, item within a guideline or  
     code, etc.

 -  Item name: specifies the section, regulation or item number

 - Item URL: provides for a link to the item type

 - Verbatim / Regulatory Requirement: Cites the legislation as Gazetted

 - Plain language: A summary of the legislation identified

 -  Audit questions / assurance checklists: A question phrased for sections/regulations identified as having  
     a compliance requirement 

 -  Penalty: If a section/regulation has a penalty, the same is cited in the penalty column. 

 - Long title: Provides a summary description of the purpose or scope of the instrument

•  Ongoing updates to the compliance content as and when the legislation changes

•  A dedicated content/editorial team of professionals (mainly lawyers) that creates and reviews the content,  
    plus external subject matter experts to vet the content.

•  A proven track record of delivering the content (including the largest and most up-to-date content in South                    
   Africa readily available as an off-the-shelf offering). 

www.LNCompliance.co.za
compliance@lexienexis.co.za

+27 11 245 6500


